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Introduction: Essential Air Service is Scheduled Air Service 

The Essential Air Service (“EAS”) program requires “scheduled service,” subject 

to a narrow exception for a discretionary grant of money by the Department to a 

community for charter flights. 49 U.S.C. §§ 41732(a), 41745(a)(3)(B). The line between 

scheduled service and on-demand charters, however, has been blurred beyond 

recognition. A complicated regulatory loophole allows charter flights to run so 

frequently that enterprising carriers can market them as scheduled service, but be free 

from the Part 121 safety regime that governs most scheduled flights. In practice, without 

DOT action, this regulatory sleight of hand would allow SkyWest to take a Part 121 

passenger jet, remove 20 seats, re-label “scheduled” flights as “on-demand charters” 
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that look and feel just like scheduled service, become certificated as a commuter air 

carrier, and as a result morph itself into a Part 135 charter operator called “SkyWest 

Charter.” As previously fully explained (ALPA Answer, passim), if the Department 

allows SkyWest Charter to use the loophole, then the charter exception will swallow the 

EAS scheduled rule. If sanctioned by DOT, it may also use the loophole to enter non-

EAS markets as well. 

JSX Does Not Participate in EAS, Flies Between Major Cities, and Is Abusing a 
Loophole that Should Be Closed in the Best Interest of Safety 

Interested party JSX does not participate in the EAS program, but it does use the 

loophole today for different, affluent markets. Unlike EAS, those markets are large ones 

with existing, abundant service from multiple airlines.0F

1 While JSX touts service to 

several small airports, these airports are actually part of larger metro areas.1F

2 If one 

 
1 Specifically, JSX served 22 airports in the YE Q1 2023. Of these airports, 16 (or 73%) are Class I Part 139 
certified airports able to handle large aircraft for scheduled service (Part 121 aircraft). In fact, 13 of these 
16 airports are large or medium hubs. 

2 For example, CCR (Concord-Napa Valley) and MRY (Monterey) are part of the San Francisco Bay Area, 
BJC (Denver Rocky Mountain Airport) is part of the Denver area and HPN (White Plains) is part of the 
New York area. Moreover, JSX does not serve underserved rural communities under EAS or otherwise: 
routes from the East Bay of San Francisco to Hollywood (Concord/Napa to Burbank, CA), or from the 
place with the highest median income in the New York City metropolitan area (Scarsdale/Westchester 
Country/White Plains, NY) to Dallas Love Field, Miami International Airport, and Orlando, are by no 
means underserved routes to small, rural communities. See https://Planning.westchestergov.com. Nor is 
Las Vegas, called by the CEO “the engine of JSX.” See Interview of JSX CEO Alex Wilson on “Airlines 
Confidential” podcast by Ben Baldanza and Scott McCartney (April 5, 2023) (Airlines Confidential 
podcast”), transcript attached. That explains why JSX caters to “‘high net worth individuals who 
appreciate and are willing to pay for the service that we deliver,’” according to its Chief Commercial 
Officer. Chris Sloan, How a US Scheduled Charter Is Attracting An Upscale Customer, Aviation Week (Apr. 
11, 2023). 
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includes these airports as part of the large metro areas that they are part of, only 4% of 

JSX passengers flew to or from small communities in the 12 months ended March 2023.2F

3 

In its June 6th filing, to which ALPA now responds, JSX defends the loophole by 

contending that it doesn’t exist. It relies on FAA regulations which expressly carve out 

“charters” that run so frequently that they would otherwise be considered “scheduled.” 

Therefore, JSX says there can be no such thing as “scheduled charters.” JSX Response at 

5-6. JSX asserts that it falls on the charter side of the line, pure and simple. 

JSX simply is wrong. If it looks, swims, and quacks like a duck, it is a duck. Since 

JSX does in fact provide scheduled service, it should be deemed to do so, regardless of 

the fictious regulatory disguise that it dons. JSX unequivocally holds out to the public 

scheduled service with advertisements such as: “Schedule extended! Book our flights 

through March 2024” and “Hop on: our schedule is now available for purchase through 

March 2024.” (Underlined emphasis added, bold in original). JSX’s emailed 

advertisement to potential customers makes the pitch: 

 
JSX incorrectly asserts its service “focus[es] on smaller airports and underserved communities….” JSX 

Response at 2-3. In JSX’s highly affluent and well-served markets, JSX caters to elite discretionary 
travelers who do not want to wait in the TSA security line with the likes of Essential Air Service 
passengers. 
3 U.S. DOT T-100 data, available at bts.gov/browse-statistical products_and_data/bts-publications/data-
bank-28ds-t-100-domestic (link to March 2023 data); FAA, Airport Categories, faa.gov/airports/planning-
capacity/categories (last visited June 29, 2023). 
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JSX’s public advertising to consumers belies its filing.3F

4 JSX’s legal position is that 

if it were not for the FAA’s carveout, JSX’s flights – and by implication, SkyWest 

Charter’s proposed flights – would be unquestionably and legally “scheduled.” To the 

consumer, unaware of fine-line regulatory distinctions or even the fine print buried in 

JSX’s advertisements, JSX’s flights are scheduled – just like its Part 121 competitors. 

 
4 The charter disclaimer appears in light gray fine print at the bottom of the pictured e-mail. 
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JSX’s Size and Scale Makes the Charter/135 Loophole Untenable  

The scale of JSX’s operations confirm that its use of FAA’s charter carveout is 

untenable, blurring what it means to be “scheduled service.” JSX applied to operate 

110,305 scheduled departures in 2022 with its 37-aircraft operating fleet —more 

scheduled departures than comparably-sized regional Part 121 operators.4F

5 An 

illuminating side-by-side comparison of JSX, Commutair, and Piedmont is attached as a 

demonstrative exhibit.5F

6 Accordingly, American Airlines has called on the Department to 

provide “regulatory clarity on the use of … public charter regulations to provide a 

facsimile of common carriage scheduled service….”6F

7 

JSX’s scale underscores the point of ALPA and American: allowing these public 

charter operations to use a loophole to mimic scheduled service under Part 380’s 

consumer rules and Part 135’s safety regulations undermines the scheduled commercial 

service rules, as well as the highest-standard-of-safety rules under Part 121, that exist to 

avoid a repeat of the industry’s history of aviation disasters. See compilation of 

accidents in ALPA Answer at 8-10. 

 
5 Soon JSX could be considerably larger. Chris Sloan, How a US Scheduled Charter Is Attracting An Upscale 
Customer, Aviation Week (April 11, 2023) (37 aircraft in operation as of March 2023; of the 70-plus aircraft 
on property in total, the rest are being refurbished for service or, for older aircraft, used for spare parts). 

6 JSX departures listed in DOT Charter Report - 2022 Prospectuses, Numbers 22-108 and 22-146, 
https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/2023-05/Charters%202022%20%285-19-23%29.pdf. 

7 American Airlines Response (May 16, 2023). 
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JSX’s response that the loophole is legal misses the point. While legal, a loophole 

“is an ambiguity, omission, or exception (as in a law or other legal document) that 

provides a way to avoid a rule without violating its literal requirements.” BLACK’S LAW 

DICTIONARY (11th ed. 2019) (online Westlaw). Using this loophole to swap “scheduled” 

for “charter” and thereby trade the highest standard of safety for a lesser one is an 

abuse of the public trust that must be corrected in the public interest. 

The Balance of JSX’s Points Are Circular and Unpersuasive 

Stripped of its rhetoric (and there is a lot of it), JSX’s response offers several other 

arguments, but none are persuasive. First, it (like SkyWest Charter) asserts that it has a 

Safety Management System program beyond what Part 135 requires. But such action is 

voluntary and the FAA has not yet mandated such a program under Part 135.7F

8 More 

importantly, even if JSX cherry picks which Part 121 safety elements it wants to comply 

with, it still does not meet the host of other Part 121 safety measures such as the First 

Officer Qualification requirements (colloquially but misleadingly known as the ”1500 

hour rule”), significant Flight Duty and Rest requirement differences, centralized 

dispatch, age 65 pilot retirement, and secondary flight deck barriers, among others.8F

9 

While JSX implies that its safety programs surpass Part 121, JSX declines to embrace the 

 
8 FAA, NPRM, Safety Management Systems, 88 Fed. Reg. 1932 (proposed Jan. 11, 2023). 

9 In particular, there is a wide difference between the Flight Duty and Rest requirements of FAR 
117 that apply to FAR 121 scheduled airline operations as compared to FAR 135 operations 
(FAR 135.267). 
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whole of Part 121. Its stance begs the question why it, and SkyWest Charter, refuse the 

Part 121 safety regime. 

Second, JSX argues that the security treatment of its passengers is sufficient and 

that it would be nonsensical for it to use an airport terminal style security system 

because it doesn’t use a terminal. Indeed, JSX emphasizes that its passengers can avoid 

the rigorous TSA security procedures – and security lines – and the resulting speed to 

the plane in its sales pitch. Transcript of Airlines Confidential podcast, supra (“[at 

Boulder Airport] you can be out of your car and on the plane in 20 minutes. I challenge 

anybody to get from a car to an airplane in 20 minutes at DIA [Denver Int’l Airport].”). 

See also JSX website, www.jsx.com (“Hassle-free[:] Valet your vehicle and stroll right in, 

just 20 minutes before your flight[;] Crowd-free[:] Wave goodbye to long lines and say 

hello to seamless, non-invasive security and a spacious, private oasis [;] Yes, that easy[:] 

Sip and sit back with business class amenities. After landing, be on your way in a matter 

of minutes.”) (emphasis added). 

This argument ignores the threshold issue of why strict terminal security is 

required. Given that JSX offers a pre-set schedule to the public that is published and 

available for sale six months into the future, combined with its volume of flights, and its 

fleet of large jet aircraft, JSX should be required to use the terminal and ensure its 

passengers are subject to Part 121 scheduled commercial carrier TSA screening 

protocols to protect passengers and the rest of the country. TSA’s no-fly terrorism 
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screening list under its “TFSSP” program by itself does not accomplish that task, which 

is why strict terminal security is appropriate. Indeed, to its credit, SkyWest Charter does 

not suggest flouting normal TSA airport security screening as it would deliver mostly 

connecting passengers to and from major airline gate areas. 

Stated succinctly, the purpose of TSA and its rigorous security policies and 

procedures that were prescribed in response to the attacks of September 11, 2001, is to 

prevent another aircraft hijacking and to prevent that aircraft from being used as a 

missile against a populated or important government building. JSX flies large, turbo-jet 

regional aircraft – i.e., Embraer ERJ-135 and ERJ-145 aircraft – with the only difference 

being it reduced the number of seats on the aircraft. Regardless of the number of seats, 

an ERJ-135 or ERJ-1445 can be hijacked and can be used as a missile, especially when a 

set schedule is published months into the future and the public can purchase individual 

tickets.  Although TSA’s procedures are beyond the Department’s jurisdiction, the 

safety and security of air travelers is a proper subject of the Department’s attention.  Just 

as the FAA advocated for “One Level of Safety,” the Department should encourage 

“One Level of Security.” It can do so by declaring that JSX flights be subject to the Part 

121 safety regime that goes hand-in-hand with normal TSA screening. Allowing JSX’s 

passengers and passenger baggage to bypass the screening regime that all other 

scheduled commercial airline passengers and bags must go through – including 
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passengers and baggage on comparable regional airlines – is another loophole that must 

be closed. 

Third, JSX argues that its scheme stimulates competition. However, DOT and 

FAA regulations facilitate competition by defining the playing field and how 

competitors are permitted to compete. Loopholes, and abuse of loopholes, undermine 

those rules. And the public interest demands consideration of more than mere 

counterfeit competition to determine a public “good.” The United States has the safest 

air system in the world precisely because carriers compete under Part 121 scheduled 

service. By circumventing Part 121 Federal Aviation safety requirements, JSX 

undermines public safety and stimulates a race to the bottom. That does not serve the 

public interest. 

Finally, JSX asserts that ALPA’s concerns are fake and an attempt to run JSX out 

of business. JSX cites no evidence to support this accusation. Rather, ALPA’s consistent 

position seeks to protect the safety of scheduled airline operations and the flying public 

created through compliance with Part 121. If JSX decides it cannot or will not comply 

with those requirements, it has only the designers of its business plan to blame.9F

10 

 
10 JSX’s recitation of the actions of other labor unions is incorrect in any event.  The Association of Flight 
Attendants sued to block the application of Virgin America because British money and influence so 
dominated that carrier that the application violated the Department’s U.S. carrier ownership and control 
rules and thus would compete unfairly against Alaska Airlines. AFA v. U.S. DOT, 564 F.3d 462 (D.C. Cir. 
2009). Although the AFA lost in court (on standing), the DOT in fact forced the company to re-structure 
its ownership to allay these exact concerns, although not to the AFA’s satisfaction. Compare DOT Order 
2006-12-23, (Show Cause) at 1, Docket No. OST–2005–23307 (Dec. 27, 2006) with DOT Order 2007-5-11 
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JetBlue’s Filing Does Not Address the Central Issues  

ALPA’s fundamental concerns in this case were not addressed by JetBlue’s filing 

either. JetBlue’s pleading defended JSX, in which it has invested money and holds an 

ownership stake. JetBlue likened this matter to the very different case brought by the 

U.S. global passenger carriers and labor unions against unfair competition created by 

market-distorting subsidies that some Middle Eastern governments injected into their 

national airlines. But this docket is centered on domestic air safety, not international 

competition: specifically, an end-run around domestic safety rules that would enable 

SkyWest Charter’s proposed small-town domestic scheduled service, not unbridled 

Gulf carrier subsidies. In any case, no business model, however clever, should take 

precedence over flight safety and security.  Respectfully, JetBlue’s offered comparison is 

inapposite and does not assist the Department in deciding this case. 

The Business Models of SkyWest Charter and JSX are Different but Both Illustrate 
Why the Scheduled Charter Loophole Must be Closed 

JSX’s business model, which is not at the core of this docket, does not rely on 

small, rural community flying, EAS or not. SkyWest Charter’s plan, which is the focus of 

the application under review, does. It bears repeating that SkyWest has constructed a 

plan for its subsidiary’s public charter business to avoid Congress’ scheduled service 

 
(Final) at 5, Docket No. OST–2005–23307 (May 18, 2007). Similarly, the Machinists opposed JetBlue 
because the waiver of New York airport slot rules it sought would have enabled the new entrant to 
compete with lower wages against existing airlines with IAM representation. DOT Order 99-8-12, Docket 
OST-99-5616 (Aug. 13, 1999). The Machinists’ argument against special regulatory favors was forthright 
and logical, if unsuccessful. 
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mandate for EAS (although it suggests that it could use authority sought here for non-

EAS markets in the future). If its focus is on EAS markets, then SkyWest Charter’s 

business plan relies entirely on Department discretion in one of two ways: (1) a 

discretionary Department grant of monies under the Alternative Essential Air Service 

program (which would eviscerate the main Essential Air Service program as we know 

it), or (2) a discretionary Department waiver of Congress’ scheduled mandate (which 

the Department previously and unequivocally said it has no power to do). EAS at 

Ironwood, MI, et al., DOT-OST-1996-1266 & -1711, Order 2011-1-16 at 7 (Jan. 22, 2011) 

(reaffirming Order 2010-9-26). The Department should reinforce, not undermine, the 

hard-earned One Level of Safety for the traveling public. And setting aside the financial, 

managerial, and technical criteria of the alter-ego applicant, the Department ought not 

use its discretionary power to enable – or subsidize – a business plan for an alter-ego so 

conceived. 

CONCLUSION 

Part 135 operators have an appropriate, limited role in the national aviation 

network. But JSX and SkyWest Charter share or propose to share common use of a 

loophole that abuses the intent of charter rules and Part 135’s safety regulations. For the 
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reasons set forth here and in ALPA’s prior pleadings, the Department should close the 

loophole and deny the application. 

Dated: July 6, 2023     Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
              
       David M. Semanchik 
       Sr. Managing Attorney 
 
       AIR LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION, 
          INTERNATIONAL 
       Legal Department 
       7950 Jones Branch Drive, Suite 400S 
       McLean, VA 22102 
       David.Semanchik@alpa.org 
       (703) 481-2421



Exhibit: Comparison of Commutair, Piedmont, and JSX 

  



Commutair (operating as United Express), Piedmont (operating as American Eagle), and JSX 
 

Aircraft type: Embraer 1450F
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1 Photo credits: Airliners.net, Len Schwartz (Commutair and Piedmont photos), Mark L. Pollio (JSX photo). 
2 Map, seat, and fleet size sources: ALPA Economic & Financial Analysis Department (Piedmont), JSX.com (JSX), Aviation Week article, April 2023, supra. 
3 Id. 
4 Id. 
5 Sources: ALPA Economic & Financial Analysis Department (Commutair and Piedmont); DOT 2022 Charter Prospectuses, supra (JSX). 
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Exhibit:  Transcript of Airlines Confidential podcast
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Transcript of “Airlines Confiden�al” podcast with Ben Baldanza and Scot McCartney, April 5, 20230F

1 

Interview begins at �mestamp 00:18:39 into the podcast 

Por�ons of interview referenced in ALPA filing are highlighted in yellow 

Ben:  We're very excited to have with us today, Alex Wilcox, the CEO of JSX Avia�on.  Alex, welcome to 
the show and tell us about yourself and what got you into avia�on early in your career. 

Alex: Hey Ben, thanks for having me.  Thanks to you and Scot, I'm excited to be here today.  You know, I 
traveled a lot as a child.  My mother is Swiss and from the French speaking part; my father's a New 
Yorker, and I was born in London.  And so, I flew a lot as a child and probably like many of your listeners, I 
just love airplanes.  I love flying.  I love seeing places that were new to me.  So, I just kind of got the bug, 
you know, very, very early.  I actually remember as a kid being asked what I wanted to do when I grew up 
and invariably I'd say I want to be in the airline industry.  And also, invariably they say, oh, you want to be 
a pilot.  And I'd say no, no, no.  I don't want to be a pilot.  I want to help run an airline and most people 
would just look at me like I was crazy.  Because they didn't understand that they're people that did that.  
Yeah, as a kid, I also enjoyed programming computers, and once I thought about star�ng an ISP.  And 
probably financially it would been a lot beter off if I just stuck in that direc�on.  But for beter, for worse, 
I followed my first passion, which was that which was fine. 

[20:06] Scot: And Alex, you, you, you co-founded JSX.  It was Jet Suite X at the �me you were involved in 
star�ng up JetBlue.  You've had many different roles, but, but JSX is a different animal.  Explain the JSX 
business model and who are your customer targets and how does that fit into the compe��on among 
the big boys and the regional airlines. 

Alex: And thanks, Scot. I mean the JSX model is actually quite simple.  It's, it's even in our name.  So JSX 
stands for a “joyful simple experience,” right, JSX.  And our basic purpose is to help somebody get from 
point. A to point B as quickly and easily as possible.  And then our secret sauce is that we want them to 
be happier at the des�na�on than they were at the start of their journey.  Right.  So, we don't really 
think a lot or spend a whole lot of �me thinking about where or how we fit in in the industry.  We just 
focus on pleasing our customers, right - we kinda ripped off the Amazon playbook, which is don't worry 
so much about your compe�tors.  Just focus on placing your customers and everything else will take care 
of itself.  So we consistently, beter than anybody else, beter than any other motor transporta�on.  It's 
not just airlines, it's buses, it's cars, limos, private jets, trains, you know, whatever.  As long as we're the 
preferred solu�on to our customers, in our markets and they see value in paying for our services, we've 
got it made. 

[21:30] Ben:  Oh, I love the idea of arriving happier than when you departed.  So, tell us where JSX is 
flying today and what are your growth plans based on what you just said.  Everyone's gonna want you in 
their town. 

Alex: So our opera�on started seven years ago was our very first �cket sale for Jetsuite X at the �me now 
JSX.  Our opera�on started from Concord, a litle Airport in the East Bay of San Francisco, close to Walnut 
Creek and went down to Burbank.  And that was our very first market.  Our second market was from 
Burbank to Las Vegas.  So, Nevada and California is where we started and that's certainly where we’re 
biggest today.  We've got many different kinds of markets.  For example, we’ll fly four round trips a week 
say from LA to or Dallas down to Cabo.  But we also do, you know, 14 flights a day, seven round trips 
today between Burbank and Las Vegas.  Las Vegas is definitely the engine of JSX, it's our bread and 
buter.  But we also do very well up and down the coast of California and during the pandemic we 

 
1 htps://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/airlines-confiden�al-podcast/id1488637686?i=1000607462568 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/airlines-confidential-podcast/id1488637686?i=1000607462568
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started flying out of Dallas where we saw demand coming back first.  And we had many successful 
markets from here already from here in Dallas, where I'm talking to you from.  We also fly on the East 
Coast now: we fly from White Plains to Miami a couple �mes a day at fares that are great compared to 
the other, you know, semi private op�ons I'll call them.  But we also really like airports that nobody else 
uses, you know, a good example is BJC, Boulder, Colorado, where we have a real advantage over the 
major airport, you know which we actually call West Kansas Airport, also known as Denver Interna�onal. 
[laughter]  BJC is like 20 minutes to downtown Denver, or 20 minutes to downtown Boulder.  They're 
actually closer to both of those and then the so-called Denver airport is and you can be out of your car 
and on the plane in 20 minutes.  [chuckle/snort] [23:14]  I challenge anybody to get from a car to an 
airplane in 20 minutes at DIA.  So, you know, if you're on a JSX flight from Denver to Dallas, for example, 
or to Boulder or to Las Vegas or to Phoenix or to Burbank, you know, we'll have your des�na�on prety 
much the �me to be pushing back from DIA if you if you took that as an op�on.  So that's a real 
advantage.  You know, so there's Concord, we fly out of Taos, we're the only game in town in Taos, we 
like that as well.  But we don't really have a single strategy, you know.  We've got some daily markets.  
We've got some mul�ple �mes a day markets.  We've got some few �mes a week markets.  We got 
about 35 airplanes flying today, a number of them are on frequent year-round routes, a number of them 
are on actually pure charters, and a number of them are on, you know, the old school Allegiant model 
where we only fly sporadically and seasonally in certain markets.  You know these are 20-year-old 
airplanes, we bought them right, and that gives us a lot of flexibility in how to deploy them. 

[24:08] Ben:  And Alex, what plane is it you're flying? 

Alex: We fly highly modified Embraer 145, I never call it an RJ or original jet. We kind of banned that 
word from our vocabulary. We just call it the EMB-145. Because there's nothing sort of regional or bus 
like about them. 

We bought them, we've actually got 16 -135s and the rest of the fleet, it's all 145s and every airplane we 
will be plugging in now will be a 145.  And we get them typically out of the desert, and we put them 
through a C Check and we put it in a new interior, basically gut the interior.  We replace all the plas�c, all 
the airline stuff with, you know, more kind of, a highly durable but s�ll more luxurious fabrics.  It's a nice 
white cabin.  The biggest visible difference is that, you know, we don't have those fluorescent yellow 
flickering bulbs in there anymore, we replace them with bright white LEDs and so you've got all new 
headliner, you know, new side walls, you got recovered seats, you got new carpets and then the biggest 
difference is that we take the overhead bins out, and if you're familiar with a 145, and I know, Ben, you 
like to jump out of overhead bins [laughter], but you wouldn't fit in one of those, so you're not actually 
losing anything on JSX.  We take the overhead bins out which creates a whole lot more headroom and 
you know the, the cousin or the sister ship of the 145, is a Legacy 600 or 650 and no one ever thinks of 
the 145 as a comfortable airplane un�l they experience it, you know in the JSX format.  Because there's a 
whole lot of headroom, it's bright white, it's lit and we take out the middle seats too.  So, we can only fly 
30 seats under Part 135 and so that gives us a lot of room, par�cularly in the 145 so we've got a 1 by 1 
configura�on, the middle seat is gone, replaced by cocktail table that goes up and down the middle of 
the cabin.  So, you're never si�ng next to somebody, you're always across the aisle from them or they're 
in front or behind you.  And it's a totally different, totally different feeling, totally different airplane.  So, 
we're taking, you know, on average, a 30,000-cycle airplane that's 20 years old, and we're making it, you 
know, look and smell brand new again.  And you know you can see pictures on our website, JSX.com.  
But if you haven't, you know, experienced that, you really can see what a visceral difference. It is so we 
love the airplane. 
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Scot: And some of my friends do too, par�cularly the Dallas-Aus�n run is a is a favorite.  Now, it's the big 
airlines are grappling with increased pilot wages, family sea�ng policies, sustainable fuel, lots more.  Do 
you deal with the same issues? 

[26:39] Alex: Yes, Scot, of course. I mean, you know, we operate in the same market as everybody else. 
You know we we've got much lower capital costs than most, but we got much higher, you know, 
opera�ng costs than other carriers, par�cularly on a per seat basis, since we only amor�ze the costs 
across 30 seats.  Now like I said, the planes are 20 years old.   We bought them right, but they burn fuel 
like everybody else does. And we do everything that we can to reduce that fuel burn.  You know, sea�ng 
policies - they don't really affect us because all of our seats are great and we can easily move people 
around the cabin.  Because no one’s gonna complain.  You know if they're in row 2 or row 12, it's 
basically the same experience, and so we don't really have problems si�ng people together.  We do sell 
seats ahead of �me.  So, you can book whatever seat you want. But we've, to my knowledge, never had 
a complaint about, you know, separa�ng a family.  The only complaint we do get some�mes if you have, 
like a three-year-old or a child that’s too big to be on the lap and they are all the way across the aisle 
from Dad or Mom and it can actually present some challenges because you're too far away from you 
because we know they can't, they can't be literally physically next to you.  Your listeners might like a bit 
of trivia our one by two on our 135s are s�ll in a more conven�onal one by two, but lots of legroom. And 
we actually sell more seat assignments, a lot more seat assignments, in one by two configura�on 
because there is an exit row that's a litle bit more spacious and there is that kind of differen�ated single 
seat on the le�-hand side versus a double on the right-hand side.  So, we sell a lot of seat assignments on 
the 135 flights which are prety much the West Coast and Las Vegas and then we sell very few seat 
assignments, rela�vely speaking, on the 145s because like I said, there's not a bad seat in the house that 
you get, the you get your built-in cocktail table from the right side.  But on the le� side you s�ll by 
yourself and so people don't seem to have a huge preference, frankly. 

[28:25] Scot: And in terms of pilots, because you're part 135? 

Alex: Yep. 

Scot: So, part 135 are, are you s�ll subject to the 1500-rule or can pilots build hours at JSX before they 
head off elsewhere? 

Alex: So, we can actually recruit the most experienced pilots in the market because we do fly under Part 
135 and the regula�ons are a litle bit different.  So, there's no hard age limit under Part 135.  They're 
talking about allowing a 70-year-old rule here.  But we take probably a third of our pilots are actually 
airline re�rees.  So, we do get them at the end of their careers and we also get them as you suggest at 
the beginning of their careers.  And so, we've got a big differen�a�on in terms of, you know, the kinds of 
pilots that we can hire.  So, if you've got – there are military pilots that are flying fighter jets that have, 
you know, under 1000 hours of total �me.  So, it's really not about the �me or the experience they've 
got necessarily it's more about, you know, do you have [chuckle] 1500 hours experience or do you have 
10 hours of experience, you know, 150 �mes.  Uh there's a big difference.  And so, we focus really on the 
quality of training, so we have, like I said, a third of our pilots probably have over 15,000 hours. And a 
third of them probably have, you know, under 2000 hours.  We typically don't hire many without at least 
1000 hours and then a third of them are kinda lifers.  They’re somewhere in between, you know, people 
that like the lifestyle that we can offer them, ge�ng them home most nights as opposed to si�ng them 
a�er, you know, far reaches of the world.  People with young families, they like to, you know, see their 
kids and �me and �me and not spend their life in a break room or on a long-haul trip on reserve 
somewhere.  So yeah, we do definitely have I guess an advantage in terms of the pilots, the kind of pilots 
that we can hire.  But I don't want that thing misconstrued.  You know we go way beyond, above and 
beyond Part 135 in terms of our SMS.  You know we have real safety management system that basically 
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mimics the 121 air carrier.  We've been a real FOQA program.  We have a real ASAP Program.  So those 
tools that the 121 carriers have developed over �me, to really, you know, enhance and create what's the 
safest transporta�on industry in the world.  We take advantage of all the programs that really, that do 
enhance safety. 

[30:40] Ben:  Alex, a while ago on this show, we had Tony Lafave on.  Tony is the President of Signature 
Avia�on and he was saying on his interview that he felt the pandemic opened up a new market for 
private avia�on.  We've talked on this show a lot about the change in business travel and the emergence 
of the bleasure, or blended traveler.  Do you think what's happened over the last couple of years has 
been good for the JSX model in terms of people looking for different solu�ons? 

Alex: Yeah, I would say yes.  You know, certainly when the pandemic came on people were looking for 
different ways to travel.  They were open to change.  You know, it's very hard to change behavior.  And so 
it was definitely an enforcing mechanisms that allow people to think, you know, about what is really the 
best way to get from here to there and so people became open to alterna�ves.  So I think that the you 
know the change in business travel and kinda the awareness of this blended travel has helped a lot and 
certainly the pandemic helped a lot for similar reasons.  You know we are highly indexed to discre�onary 
travel at JSX.  You know we're underweight, in corporate travel - by corporate travel, I mean typical 
Fortune 500 managed travel programs.  We do fine with small, medium businesses, people that you 
know control their budgets, but we don't fit into the distribu�on models or the market share models or 
the bribery models that Fortune 500 travel programs seem to operate under.  So, you know, we think 
that business will move to us over �me, just because of the strength of our product and the convenience 
of our product and service because we save so much of what maters to people, and by that I mean 
�me.  But you know, we don't play with the same kinds of things that the network carriers try to use 
against us. 

[32:32] Scot:  Alex, you were an early employee of JetBlue at its founding.  Does anything surprise you 
about how that airline has grown and changed over the last 20 years? 

Alex: Yes, David Neelmann hired me two weeks before the company was founded.  I was living in 
Connec�cut at the �me and I picked him up one night - I think in 1997 - at White Plains airport.  We had 
dinner in Stamford, CT, a dinner I’ll never forget.  And the next day we drove the Van Wyck about 12 
�mes between La Guardia and JFK.  And at the �me everyone was telling him that no one would ever 
drive to JFK for a domes�c flight.  And he was convinced, and obviously was proven right that, you know, 
for the right product and the right fare of course they would.  By the way, the average �me was like 12 to 
16 minutes between the 2 airports.  They're not that far, outside of rush hour.  So, but JetBlue - to your 
ques�on - JetBlue’s growth has been really sa�sfying to watch.  I think the team there does a great job 
opera�ng in very difficult markets.  You know, I never imagined first class on board or imagined narrow 
body transatlan�c flights and I really admire how they have executed on Mint and on the transatlan�c.  I 
got the chance to fly it myself not too long ago.  JetBlue’s obviously been an extremely suppor�ve 
investor and partner with JSX as well.  They’ve got innova�on over blood.  You know they were first with 
Live TV, first with free Internet. And I think the industry is really beter off for them being in the market. 

[33:59] Ben: You know, Alex, you go out to eat and you've got everything from McDonald's to Mortons.  
And you buy a car and you got the Ford Focus to a luxury Tesla or maybe even beter than that.  Do you 
think there's enough diversity in the business models of the airlines?  You can fly for real cheap on like a 
Fron�er or in much beter luxury on an airline like yours or even private avia�on.  What do you think?  Is 
there room for any more here? 

Alex: Yes, I mean it's a leading ques�on obviously and I think, Ben, that the industry is woefully lacking in 
its offerings to consumers.  You know, I've spent a lot of �me thinking about why that is.  If you look at 
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the use of restaurants, if you look at hotel industry, it's a similar kind of deal.  You know there's really 
something for everybody.  I think Marriot alone has 16 brands.  Hiltons got like a dozen, and of course, 
there’s many bou�que chains.  There's lots of independent hotels.  They’ve even got AirBnB right, which 
is like Uber I guess for rooms.  And now the brands are actually pivo�ng to give you the private house 
that you want from an AirBnB but with high [unintelligible] you’d expect from a brand.  So in avia�on we 
really have none of that.  You know, in the airport experience, whether in first class or whether you're 
you know on that subscrip�on deal from Fron�er, for 95% of our customers the airport experience is 
totally undifferen�ated right?  Everybody has to use the same small piece of the airport to get on that 
plane.  Everybody has to go through the same parking lot, the same front door, the same checkpoint, 
walk through the same shopping mall, sit in the same gate area.  You know, go down the same jet way.  
And once you get on board, you’re si�ng on a plane built by one of four manufacturers in a seat made 
by one of two or three OEMs, served by someone who belongs to one of two or three unions.  And you 
know the one thing we do well in this industry, to its credit, is safety.  We already talked about that and 
it's an important thing to have, of course.  It’s safer to get on a commercial plane than it is to go to bed. 

[35:50] But, you know, and I credit that to the operators and the safety specialists and the FAA, TSA, DOT, 
NTSB and the SMS programs I named earlier.  But I think other than that from a customer service 
standpoint the industry is really just the lowest common denominator across the board.  And I think the 
reason for that is ‘cause the barriers to entry are just so high.  And, so it’s probably going to stay this way 
for a long �me. 

[36:12] [unintelligible] figh�ng for a third way.  Not a private jet because that’s just too expensive for the 
vast majority of people.  Not an airline but an easier way of ge�ng from Point A to Point B.  I mean if I’m 
going on a 16-hour flight from Dallas to, I don't know – Asia or Doha - I don't really care about an hour at 
the airport, but do I need that same infrastructure for trip to Aus�n, you know as Scot men�oned?  Do I 
need the same infrastructure to get to Aus�n 35 minutes down the road as to get to Doha 16 hours 
away.  I think the answer is of course not, right?  60 to 90 minutes at an airport for 45 minutes in an 
airplane just doesn't make any sense at all.  It’s not what the Wright Brothers intended. 

[36:49] And so, if you look at the hype around this EV toll and hybrid-electric stole concepts that are 
being developed, I think the reason for that.  By the way, I’m a skep�c, I’ll talk about that if you want.  
But I think the reason for the hype is because people are just desperate for another way of ge�ng 
around.  So, I do not believe in the EV toll market.  But I strongly believe in the hybrid-electric market, 
maybe someday all-electric fixed wing market that can take maybe 6 or 8 or 9 people at a chasm 
equivalent to a 220 passenger say Spirit 321 neo but in much, much smaller markets.  I think the 
equa�ons basically this, you know, we put up with airports that we have because we want the low cost.  
The JSX model, yeah, we can fix the convenience, but we can't fix the cost.  We can’t touch the cost.  So 
if you want convenience and the cost, you gota go small.  And you have to have an alterna�ve power 
plan.  And that’s when I see the so-called future mobility, [unintelligible].  But small is beau�ful and 
[unintelligible] and cheap is beau�ful for cost.  And if you can get, you know, if you and can get 
convenient and low cost then together those things are unbeatable.  [37:55]  I think that's what the 
promises of fixed wing, you know, call it [unintelligible] hybrid-electric avia�on has, and we certainly 
intend to be at the forefront of that. 

Ben: That's a great summary of where things are going and the pluses and minuses of the various 
models. Something more rou�ne. How do people book JSX? Is it all direct booking? Are you in Expedia? 
Are you in the the GDS's? 

[38:22] Alex: So glad you asked. Yes, our preferred method of booking for us, of course, in terms of 
distribu�on costs is go to JSX.com and buy a �cket.  But I'm very happy to say that we also have 
distribu�on from our friends at JetBlue, our friends and investors at JetBlue where you can actually buy 
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�ckets on JSX at JETBLUE.com.  You can also access most of our inventory, almost all of our routes with 
certain excep�ons through the GDS’s, but via the JetBlue codeshare.  So we have a real code share with 
JetBlue.  It’s the first ever Part 380 135/, you know, 121 code share so JetBlue once again, you know, 
helped break new ground in achieving that.  And all of the DOT approvals that we were required to 
achieve that.  And we're very grateful for them for that.  And we also have an interline arrangement with 
United Airlines and so United [unintelligible] with United and you can go to UNITED.com and again buy 
most of our routes at UNITED.com.  And you can also get True Blue miles and the United Miles, you 
know, when you fly with, when you fly with us, whatever you choose.  And so we're very, very proud of 
our partnerships with JetBlue and with United and we're also very happy to sell �ckets directly though 
JSX.com. 

[39:32] Ben: Sounds great, Alex.  You know, earlier in your career, you worked at what I will say, normal 
airlines, bigger airlines.  What surprises have you found moving to a 135 opera�on and the JSX kind of 
opera�on? 

Alex:  Well, I wasn't really surprised, but I'm reminded prety much, every day that doing something new 
is really hard to do, you know?  And change has its enemies.  And one of our biggest challenges is 
actually, you know, real estate, airport real estate.  You show up to a new airport.  They haven't heard of 
you.  They don't really know what your offer is.  And they say, oh, you’re an airline. Okay, well, here's the 
terminal.  You know, here's the gate contract.  Here's a different kind of contract now.  No, no, no guys, 
we don't fly from terminals.  This is our all [unintelligible] pla�orm, our own facili�es.  Oh, oh, you’re 
private avia�on.  Okay, go to the go to the FBO.  We’re like no, we're not going to the FBO because, as 
much as I like Tony.  And by the way, we're big partners with Signature, we're tenants with Signature in 
many places.  But typically an FBO charges substan�ally more for fuel and services than an airline is 
willing to pay.  And so you know we tell the airports that, hey, we want a third way you know again.  We 
want a direct rela�onship with you.  Because typically the airports outsource all of their real estate, non-
commercial airline, non-121 airline real estate to an FBO.  And they’ll just basically give them monopoly 
posi�on or duoppoly posi�on [40:51] with respect to general avia�on.  And I think that's one of the 
reasons you see the valua�ons you've seen as FBO's have traded.  And so we go in there and say, hey, 
guys, we can't be in the terminal because that's not our, that's not how we operate.  And we don't want 
to be with FBO.  And so we're, we're looking for a third way.  And so the airports that get it 
accommodate us very quickly.  We find lots of airports are not Part 139, so we couldn’t even take those 
people into the terminal if we wanted to.  And so the biggest challenge for us has been, you know, 
explaining not to the market, but to the airport operators, you know, how and why we're different.  And, 
you know, there's a cliche that you've seen one airport, you’ve seen one report.  And I can tell you that 
that is very true in our experience as well. 

[41:30] Ben: Alex, what else should our listeners know about working for JSX or flying JSX? 

Alex: Well, for people who want to work here, you know, they should know that we want JSX.  JSX, a 
joyful, simple, experience, not just for our customers, but also for our crew members.  Everybody here is 
part of the crew like JetBlue, we total straight rip off.  We call everyone a crew member, not an 
employee.  Because everybody's job has something to do with ge�ng airplanes off the ground.  While 
JSX is s�ll very much an adolescent organiza�on; we’re seven years old tomorrow.  We strive to make the 
experience of our crew members as joyful as that of our customers.  We're realis�c, you know, we’re 
realis�c and I can promise that to our crew members as well.  In fact, I make one promise in all of our 
orienta�ons.  I promise our new people that there gonna be bad days.  There is going bad weather.  
There's going to be broken airplanes.  There's going to be sick crew members.  I mean there are many 
things out of our control that frustrate our efforts and our desire to provide joy to our customers.  
[42:23] But knowing that on the front side means that we don't have to have an emo�onal reac�on, you 
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know, to a predictable event.  And it means we can be beter prepared.  To apologize and recover 
regardless of whose fault it is.  We don't even talk about faults even if it's not, you know, quote unquote, 
our fault.  We just apologize.  And so, you know, if you want to be part of the future of avia�on and if you 
want to have fun at work, if you want to be part of an organiza�on that’s loved by its customers and 
that's got many, many, many of its best days ahead of us, you should definitely come work for JSX.  And if 
you're a customer or a poten�al customer and you have tried this yet, you will not be disappointed.  And 
if you are, tell me.  And if you're not, tell all your friends. 

Ben: Alex, this has been terrific.  I'm embarrassed to say that I haven't yet flown JSX, but I can't wait to.  
We really appreciate you coming on the show telling us all about your great product and some of the 
differences between both tradi�onal airlines and private avia�on. 

Alex: Well, Ben and Scot, thank you very much for the opportunity.  It's much appreciated and very 
much enjoy your podcast.  Keep going. 

Scot: Great to talk with you and you keep going too.  It's a lot of fun watching what you're doing. 

Alex: Thanks, Scot. 

Ben: We'll be right back with more airlines confiden�al promo�onal consider. [43:39] 
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